
Živorad Milekić
Full-stack developer

Dedicated and efficient full-stack developer with 10+ years experience
 in software development. Experienced in both front-end and back-end 
technologies. Eager to learn new technologies, but also to share my 
knowledge with others.

I started with front-end work, but soon I found a need for knowledge of back-
end technologies. At that time I began to develop more complex projects 
alone, so experience in both front-end and back-end were crucial for me.

Now I am working in a team of experienced developers, where everyone has 
their own field of expertise and we balance workload according to that. But I 
am still interested in every aspect of software development.

PROJECTS

Facilitee
Front-end developer React, Tech lead
2022-11-01 - Present

Facilitee is the platform that enables a property owner to check their 
property's status at any time, approve service requests, and chat directly 
with the tenant, repair worker, or property manager. At the same time, the 
tenant can submit issues and service requests in their account. My 
responsibility was to set up frontend project from ground up. We used VueJS, 
React.js, Tailwind CSS and Storybook. Everything was organised in mono-
repo tool called NX. Every major part of application was separate to 
dedicated library.

TryMe
Front-end developer Angular, Tech lead
2022-07-01 - 2022-11-01

We developed a platform dependant solution, making it possible to try on 
different glasses and sunglasses on any device virtually. Our primary focus 
was developing a dashboard application in Angular for control solutions. It 
was also an AR solution in vanilla JavaScript as an embedded plugin for 
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customers' websites to load glasses models and allow their customers to try 
them on virtually.

Snapi Payment processor
Full-stack developer WooCommerce + Node.js connector, System 
Architect
2021-12-01 - 2022-03-01

Snapi is integration to WooCommerce that allows customers to purchase 
products from website, simply by clicking on deep link or scanning QR-code. 
In which process wanted product is open in Snapi smartphone app, ready to 
be purchased in few easy steps. By purchasing product, Snapi system 
automatically create order in WooCommerce, marks it paid and makes it 
ready to be shipped to customer. I was part of small team of developers 
specialised in WooCommerce integrations. We developed Node.js connector 
that communicates with main system. Purpose for it was to balance workload 
from main system and only send crucial data for payment processing 
process. We also created WooCommerce payment gateway that 
communicates with Node.js connector and exchanges payment data.

Pixoff Contributify
Full-stack Next.js, System Architect
2021-04-01 - Present

It all started as a pet project. I wanted to create a service that prints out 
desired text in your GitHub contribution graph. I developed Next.js application 
that allows users to sign in with their GitHub account and choose wanted 
text. The chosen text will be written out by calculating how many commits 
should be generated on a specific date. After this, the application pushes the 
newly generated git repository to the user's GitHub account and desired text 
will be written out.

Resumo
Full-stack Next.js + WordPress, System Architect
2020-12-01 - Present

The idea of this startup project was to simplify the process of making 
resumes and personal websites. As a system architect, my responsibility was 
to construct the tech stack components and ensure they communicate 
correctly. The system's core component is a WordPress website that serves 
as a landing page and as a dashboard for users to insert all necessary data 
for their resumes. We use users' data from WordPress via Restful API, and 
then our custom made Next.js application presents collected data to the 
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user's personalised website and PDF file.

Even Financial
Full-stack Typescript, Remote tech lead
2020-08-01 - 2022-07-01

As a full-stack developer, my duties were to develop both the back-end and 
front-end part of the tech stack. We used Nest.js as a framework for Restfull 
API for the back-end part. For the front-end, we used Next.js and Redux with 
Redux Saga. In each part of the tech stack, we used Typescript to ensure the 
best compatibility between the stack components. 

For the position as the tech lead, my responsibilities were to make sure my 
teammates followed the code style that was already established and to 
ensure we used best practices and the latest code patterns.

NuVoxx Call center platform
Front-end Angular, Remote team lead
2020-05-01 - 2020-10-01

Developing a Call center platform for Canadian client. Working on the UI 
prototype for the new version of the app using Angular. Lead developer, 
managing a small team.

Zlatibor 360 iOS app
Full-stack Ionic Angular + WordPress
2019-03-01 - 2019-05-01

Developing a iOS 360 VR app using Ionic Angular. Back-end developed using 
WordPress as headless CMS.

Visit Tivat Android app
Full-stack Ionic Angular + WordPress
2018-11-01 - 2018-12-01

Developing an Android Tour guide app for the City of Tivat using Ionic 
Angular. Back-end developed using WordPress as headless CMS.

Pixoff Suite Internal management tools
Full-stack React.js + Node.js
2018-10-01 - Present

Developing in house software for internal processes. Suite includes: Invoice 
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system, Team feedback system, Expancies sharing system, Check Ins 
system, Salary calculator system, always expanding… Using React.js and 
Ionic React in front-end, for back-end using Node.js with GraphQL.

ClipSync Desktop app
Full-stack Vue.js + Electron
2018-09-01 - 2019-01-01

Desktop app for synchronizing copy/paste between different clients. For 
client using Vue.js with Electron as a wrapper for cross-platform desktop 
apps, for back-end using Node.js with GraphQL.

AIFC information system
Front-end Angular, Remote team lead
2018-05-01 - 2020-03-01

Developing an information system for Astana International Financial Centre, 
part of a larger E-Government system. Working on the UI part of the app 
using Angular. Lead developer, managing a small team.

Switchboard Desktop app
Full-stack Vue.js + Electron
2018-01-01 - 2018-09-01

Developing a Desktop app for monitoring call activity within a hotel phone 
system, with a local network and UI for the reception desk. For client used 
Vue.js with Electron as a wrapper for cross-platform desktop apps, for 
system side used Node.js and Socket.IO.

Vuk System information system
Full-stack Wordpress
2017-06-01 - 2018-03-01

Developing an information system for car tuning company. Included features: 
Car management, Task management, Task image storage, Generating 0ffers 
and invoices and sending them to clients via email. Used WordPress as a 
monolith system. Planning with client on moving to a modern approach with 
React.js app and microservices.

Picturepark Content Platform
Front-end Angular.js with Typescript
2016-06-01 - 2017-05-01
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Developing a digital asset management platform for Swiss company. For the 
front-end used Angular.js with Typescript.

anketar Polling site
Full-stack Angular.js + Custom PHP and MySQL
2014-10-01 - 2015-07-01

Created a polling site after finishing college. Tried to create my own start-up. 
For the front-end I used Angular.js, for the back-end I created a custom PHP 
API.

phpGodfather Dev tools
Full-stack Angular.js + Custom PHP and MySQL
2013-11-01 - 2014-07-01

As a student’s project I created UI dev tools for generating PHP Classes by 
drag-n-drop app. I started learning Angular.js on this project. It was very 
challenging and also important later for my career. In the back-end I created a 
PHP system that was creating PHP class files.

Static websites
Front-end HTML + CSS
2009-05-01 - Present

I started developing small websites even before starting college. I learned a 
lot at that time. Everyday my knowledge of web and development doubled.

EXPERIENCE

Full-stack Developer - Valcon
2022-01-01 - Present

Remote

Full-stack Developer - Indigo
2021-02-01 - 2022-01-01

Remote

Co-founder and Full-stack Developer - 
Pixoff
2019-03-01 - Present

Uzice, Serbia

SERVICES
Web Development

Mobile Development

Desktop Development

Debugging

Launch

Support

SKILLS
HTML5

CSS3 - SCSS
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Full-stack Developer - Vuk Automobile
2017-09-01 - 2019-03-01

Parndorf, Austria

Front-end Developer - Pixoff
2016-04-01 - 2017-08-01

Uzice, Serbia

Co-founder and Front-end Developer - 
Mugstain
2015-11-01 - 2016-04-01

Novi Sad, Serbia

Freelancer - Upwork
2014-10-01 - 2018-05-01

Remote

Javascript - Typescript

PHP

Angular

Vue.js

React.js

Ionic

REST API

GraphQL

WordPress

Node.js

Electron

LANGUAGES
Serbian

English

CONTACTS
zivoradmilekic@gmail.com

+381 60 / 160-7292

Uzice, Serbia

EDUCATION

Engineer’s Degree Field Of Study Web design
2009-09-01 - 2014-09-01

The Higher Education Technical School of Professional Studies
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